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In spite of online censorship efforts directed against the independent media, we are happy
to say that readership on globalresearch.ca has recently increased. We wish to thank all of
you who share our articles far and wide.

We cover  a  diversity  of  key issues you would  be hard pressed to  find on any other  single
online news source. This is truly independent news and analysis, a dying breed.

Our costs have increased and our revenue has gone down over the past year. We are
running  a  monthly  deficit.  Help  us  keep  the  independent  voice  alive  by  becoming  a
member  or  making  a  donation  today!

*     *     *

The EU and NATO Remain Closely Linked on the Most Important Issues. Nuclear Weapons
“Sharing Policy” directed against Russia

By Shane Quinn, August 28, 2019

The Kremlin is a significant trading partner of the EU, but commerce between Brussels and
Moscow has declined continuously since 2012; largely because of European actions such as
supporting the overthrow of a government in the Ukraine, bordering Russia, and instituting a
Western-backed leader (Petro Poroshenko).

Hollywood Reboots Russophobia for the New Cold War

By Max Parry, August 28, 2019

The  Marxist  German  playwright  devised  theatrical  methods  designed  to  distance  the
audience  from  the  staged  drama  while  drawing  self-reflexive  attention  to  the  contrived
nature  of  the  spectacle  itself.
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“Shadow Statistics”: US Government’s Fudging the Numbers on Unemployment, GDP and
Inflation

By Bryant Brown, August 28, 2019

You may ask why the government would fudge the numbers. Williams found that between
1997  and  1999  the  government  understated  inflation  and  as  a  result  inflation  indexed
payments for social security didn’t escalate as they should have and the government saved
millions.

U.S. Africa Command Marks a Controversial Return to Libya

By Alaeddin Saleh, August 28, 2019

The  spokesman  of  Al-Bunyan  Al-Marsous  coalition  Mohammed  Al-Ghasri  confirmed  in  an
interview to a Libyan media outlet “Ain Libiya” that U.S. African Command team arrived at
Air Defense College airbase located in Libyan port city of Misurata on July 22.

India’s Shadow Banking Crisis Is Intensifying

By Kavaljit Singh, August 28, 2019

The ongoing liquidity crisis in India’s shadow banking sector is intensifying. The troubles that
started with defaults by Infrastructure Leasing & Financial Services Limited (IL&FS) last year
are far from over as the sector continues to face a severe liquidity crisis. If tight liquidity
conditions persist over the next three quarters, it may turn into a solvency issue for several
shadow banks.

Revival of Shintoism in Abe’s Japan: Why? Another Holy War?

By Prof. Joseph H. Chung, August 27, 2019

It is possible that Abe’s Korea bashing is a part of his ambition of restoring the pre-1945
Japan where Shintoism ruled the body and the mind of the Japanese people.

Lula Tells the World He’s “Back in the Game” from Jail. “Lula is Brazil’s only Possible Factor
of Stability”

By Pepe Escobar, August 28, 2019
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In a wide-ranging, two-hour, world exclusive interview out of a prison room at the Federal
Police building in Curitiba, southern Brazil, former president Luis Inacio Lula da Silva not only
made the case to global public opinion for his innocence in the whole Car Wash corruption
saga,  confirmed  by  the  bombshell  leaks  revealed  by  The  Intercept,  but  also  repositioned
himself to resume his status as a global leader.
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